






You're always 
alone ••• alone 
+ 

In 

FOR HINTS AND TIPS on the ALONE IN THE DARK TRILOGY 

CALL 0891 244 444 and you will never be left Alone in 
the dark! 

Calls cost 39p per min cheap rate. 49p per min 
at all other times. Maximum possible cost 

£3.68. Please get permission from the per
son paying the bill. The above informa

tion is correct at time of publication 
November 94. 

whi~~ night falls 
time to scream. 

Alone in the Dark is an arcade/adventure game The movie-like approach mixed with fluid ani
inspired by the works of H.P. 
Lovecraft - the author of the 
Cthulhu series of novels, and an 
inspiration for most of today's 
horror writers. All the characters 
and the objects you'll use are ful
ly animated and calculated in 
real-time 3D and the action is 
viewed through several unique 
camera angles in each room. 

JD Real-Time 
Animation 

JD Characters 
and Objects 

More than 100 Weapons 
and Objects to interact 

with 

Tense Music and Sound 
Effects 

Cinematic 
View 

mation adds immense atmosphere 
to your terrifying investigation into 
the macabre. You'll have to explore 
each room searching for useful 
objects and items that will help 
you survive. For in the darkness of 
Derceto lurk the vilest and most 
evil-minded of creatures. Entering 
Derceto is the easy part, leaving 
could be hell! 

one hell 
of a sequel! 

Christmas Eve 1924 heralds the return of the even further in realism and quality of animation 
"Supernatural Private Eye" Edward than its predecessor: four times 
Carnby, investigating the kidnap of faster, more than 230 settings with 
an 8-year old girl by a gang of evil different camera angles, flashbacks 
bootleggers dwelling in the aptly to help you in your investigation ... 
named "Hell's Kitchen". Mazes, trap doors, deadly gang-
Alone in the Dark 2, set in the dan- sters, zombie pirates, ruthless 
serous times of prohibition and bootleggers.. These kind of 
steeped in voodoo legends, is a encounters can be so fatal when 
huge adventure game with over 50 you're alone, 
hours of playing time and goes ALONE IN THE DARK ... 



A fistful 
of horrors. 

Emily Hartwood, a script writer, disappea

red during the shooting of "The Last Ranger, " 

firmly in his holster, Camby can finally enter 

the ghost town ... Welcome to the strange 

a Western being filmed in 

the ghost town of "Slaughter 

Gulch", in the middle of the 

Mojave desert. Luckily she 

scrawled the message "Call 

Camby'' on the saddle of 

her horse. When "Super

natural Private Eye" Camby 

arrives in town, the welco

ming committee of zombie 

cowboys make it quite 

Revolutionary Sequences 
in Subjective 3D 

!270 Settings 
60 Characters 

Animation Speed 
up to 94 Frames/Second 

Adjustable 
Difficulty Level 

Preset 
Game Saves 

world of Alone in the Dark 3, 

where the remnants of 

the Wild West, Navajo 

Indian magic and 1920's 

Hollywood all mix together. 

The speed of 3D real-time 

animation in the game 

reaches a staggering 94 

frames per second and 

includes a revolutionary 

clear that snoops of his kind are not welco

me in Slaughter Gulch. After the customary 

greetings and placing his smouldering gun 

sequence in subjective 3D 

that wi ll blow your mind. Examine the map 

of Slaughter Gulch carefully. Don't lose your 

way or you might lose your life! 

The classic -ALONE IN THE DARK" game has 
scooped over 9 awards world-wide 1nclu
dm9 "Most Ortg1nal Game" & "Best 
Animation " 
Also the follow1n9 excellent reviews 
99 "'o Practical PC · "Recommended" 
97 "'o PC Zone 
"Classic · Highest rated game ever" 
9 10 PC Review 
94 ""o CVG 
95 "'o Games World TV Show 
92"0 Gamesmaster TV Show 
91 "'"o PC Gamer "Game of the Month" 


